
Although a stiff breeze was forecast for the Island, there was a bit of easterly in it 
meaning that he north/south Baldwin valley would be fairly sheltered for the latest round 
of the Bourne Plaice Winter Series at Injebreck reservoir. 
 
At times there was a good breeze, at others absolutely none but when there was it came 
from all points of the compass, classic Injebreck! 
 
The fleet of 18 dinghies included some newcomers, Andrew Dean’s new De-Voti (Blue 
Rinse Model) and sponsor, Rob Cowell, in his freshly ‘pimped’ Enterprise started the first 
race with a course set up and down the race with a tricky bit across the dam wall for 
good measure. 
 
With ‘clear air’ the order of the day it was the starters from the middle of the lake that 
made the running with at least five different competitors holding the lead at some point. 
With a fair lead going into the second to last mark, Ralph Kee (Laser Standard) then 
showed the fleet where not to go, the line honours going to junior, James Arnold (Laser 
Standard).  Mike Pridham (despite the smaller Radial rig) came in second, two seconds 
behind James and Simon Pressly (Laser Standard) in third. 
 
The race officer shortened the course to run up and down the lake for race two and 
again the starters from the middle of the lake made the running with Kee first around the 
first mark and quite literally not daring to look back finished over two minutes ahead of 
the next finishers.  Mike & Helen Wilson, in the huge Flying Fifteen a whole second in 
front of third finisher Keith Holden in the classic Finn.  On correction Kee came in first, 
Pridham second and Pressly third.  Sailing brilliantly in the smallest boat, RS Tera Sport 
was junior, Peter Cope claiming fourth to go with his seventh place in the previous race. 
 
Many thanks from Manx Sailing & Cruising Club to Rob Cowell, our sponsor, race officer 
Keith Poole and safety boat crew of Jenny Dean and Peter Hoosen-Owen.  Pictures and 
full results can be found on the MS&CC Facebook page and website. 


